
Opportunities for Cars 24

Link to the article - https://anitejtripathy.wixsite.com/my-site-1/cars-24-opportunities
Small things that can be useful for the user that will help cars 24 increase engagement and
onboarding -

1) Financial Planner - buying a car (whether first hand or second
hand) is always a big deal and there is a lot of planning that
goes into it. Even before someone decides which model to buy,
there is a lot of financial planning that goes on in which the
user first tries to decide his budget based on various
constraints.
Like many mutual fund / trading apps have a SIP planner, cars
24 can integrate a financial planner that can take inputs like -
Salary , family size , distance travelled , preference for
petrol/diesel  ,location of use, etc, so that based on various
other expenses related to car ownership like fuel prices, car
servicing charges, dealer network , etc CARS  24 can help the
user understand what kind of a car would best suit him and
thus provide a custom tailor made recommendations to him.

The current recommendations shown have no sound logic and
are just random.

2) Resale Value - Since CARS 24 is both a selling and buying
platform, users when purchasing a second hand car would
often like to know the price they could get for it when they sell it
later. A probable resale value calculator or maybe a guarantee
minimum buyback value at predefined conditions of the car
would increase user confidence in his purchase

3) Reviews - most users often before purchasing a car go through
multiple reviews - video/blogposts/productpages , etc. This can be a reason
for the user to leave the app if he finds a car he may like to checkout reviews
on other sites. This can lead to the user then discovering some other solution
provider (say a video add on youtube) . As per the screenshot on the side,
there are no reviews of any kind.
CARS 24 can introduce a research tab containing long term owner reviews
from team-bhp, possible youtube videos of model reviews on launch , etc
that would help the user make a more informed decision.

4) Network - Since CARS 24 sells cars from all makers and is not
responsible for servicing vehicles after sale, a lot of users are unsure of the

https://anitejtripathy.wixsite.com/my-site-1/cars-24-opportunities


dealership network for their OEM. A heat map for the users location can be shown
containing various authorised OEM service centers.

5) Underbody Photos - Of all the pictures uploaded against a car, the underbody photos
are missing which become very important for a buyer to understand the condition of the
car. The same should be added.

6) User Confidence - Since a lot of cars sold are older models, users have apprehensions
on how long will there be genuine spare part support for their model.A indicator of this in
the sale page will help boost user confidence.

Business Opportunities for CARS 24

1) Custom Mods - Often 2nd hand owners are left with a feeling of using a “used” product
and many of them, then go ahead and modify their cars to “make it their own” . There is
a huge business opportunity here - Decals , wraps , infotainment system upgrades
,alloys etc, which they generally get done from the unorganised market. CARS 24 can tie
up with these players and incorporate a modified view of cars being purchased to help
users get an idea of how the end product will look like. They can get into a revenue
sharing agreement with these players and increase revenue.

2) VAS - a big reason for people to buy second hand vehicles is to give them to their
children/spouses for learning as a first time car. VAS like telemetric devices that can
track the health of the car, its location , etc can add a lot of value to the purchaser.
Also other VAS like RSA(roadside assistance) through tie ups with service providers like
AGA can help boost revenue and increase CLV.

3) Accessory Sales - The goal here can be to create a one stop solution. There are a lot
of accessories like perfumes, mats , steering wheel covers , etc that users purchase
after they have purchased a car. The same can be sold by CARS 24 as well to increase
the product offering

4) Fleets/Corporate Purchases - There are many organizations that purchase cars for
operational activities to be used by employees. A dedicated fleet package can be
created for them with other VAS like telemetrics etc as explained above.

Opportunity Scoring of Customer Pain-Points

Opportunity scoring is one of several popular strategies for prioritizing features on a product
roadmap. Product teams use this strategy when they want to learn which features customers
view as important but are currently unhappy with. Improving these features can represent
opportunities for the product to win increased customer satisfaction and loyalty and also to
attract new customers.

https://www.productplan.com/strategies-prioritize-product-features/


Those features that score high in importance and low in satisfaction represent our opportunities.
In other words, these features promise a strong return for the development time and resources
you will need to invest in improving them.

Category Problems
Importance

(I)
Satisfaction

(S)

Priority (I +
(max((
I-S),0)))

Onboarding

Login Options - Only option to Login is through Mobile
number/Truecaller - Users may be uncomfortable to directly give
phone number before seeing value proposition 9 3 15

Immediate access to location, even before seeing app -users may
just want to check options in a particular city and later on give
location details 5 5 5

Home Screen

Financing Button - No way to access features without giving phone
number, not sure what options are inside. User needs a sneak peak
at the vale proposition 6 5 7

Offer Buttons - Redirects to view cars screen. Users would like to
know on which cars are the offers running? 8 2 14

Why buy cars from CARS 24 section - user is unsure what a 140
point check is? What is checked? How does checking service
history help? User unsure on how to evaluate a used car? 9 3 15

Demo on purchase process - How much is the booking fee? Users
would like to understand the value they have to commit before
making future decisions 7 5 9

Discovery
Screen

There is no personalisation when showing recommendations - only
filters on budget and model (Kms , Fuel type , Transmission and
owner stage) 9 3 15

Static Car Picture on discovery screen - User has to enter each
cars individual page to see photos and make a decision - Users
may want to see multiple angles before entering the screen to
discover more and save time on cars they might not be interested
in 6 3 9

Defect Free - Users may want to see cars with absolutely zero
defects (cosmetic + technical), no filter or indication on the
discovery screen 7 3 11

I want only a 5 star safety rated car. No option to sort/filter cars
based on safety ratings (NCAP) 6 2 10

Create a wishlist/shortlist - It is compulsory to provide phone
number to create a wishlist. Users may want to shortlist cars first
and only provide number when they are actually interested to make
the purchase 8 4 12

Sort By Discounts - User may want to view cars with highest
discounts running - no filters/sorting options available 5 3 7



Car Product
Screen

Why is the car being sold after just 3000Kms - Users may want to
know reason of sale 6 6 6

Safety Rating - What is the NCAP safety rating of the car? The user
has to leave the app and google the answer 6 3 9

USP Features? User may want to know about the USP features of
a car - Eg Bose Speakers in topline seltos 7 5 9

Cabin Insulation/Cabin Noise - User may want to get a feel of how
silent the car is in its current pre owned state while running 7 5 9

Why are there no pictures of the underbody of the car? - Users may
want to see the condition of the cars Underbody 7 5 9

Compare with OnRoad price of a new car - User may want to get a
feel of how many bucks he is saving by not buying a new vehicle 9 3 15

Decision Making

How do I compare cars I have shortlisted? - Users may want to
compare cars they have shortlisted 11 4 18

Long term reviews ? User may want to read/watch long term
reviews of the car - has to leave app and visit sites like TeamBhp ,
Youtube , Autocar , etc 9 3 15

Wear and tear parts? - Users may want to know the remaining life
of wear and tear parts like tires, breakpads , windshield wipers ,
etc? 7 5 9

Others

Users who are having lower end phones are finding it difficult to use
the app. 5 6 5

Users who do not understand English are not capable to use the
app 6 4 8

Soring Of Solutions Based on RICE Framework:-

Category Problems Solution Reach Impact Confidence Effort
RICE
SCORE

Onboarding

Login Options - Only option to Login is
through Mobile number/True Caller -
Users may be uncomfortable to
directly give phone number before
seeing value proposition

Provide Login through
Google/Facebook as
well to access basic
features and only
require mobile number
for actual booking
correspondence 100 3 100.00% 1 300



Immediate access to location, even
before seeing app -users may just
want to check options in a particular
city and later on give location details

Give users to enter
option manually /
select from a few
popular cities with
pictures and an others
option from lesser
known cities 60 2 60.00% 2 36

Home
Screen

Financing Button - No way to access
feature without giving phone number,
not sure what options are inside. User
needs a sneak peak at the vale
proposition

Show user the EMI
calculator option
available inside
product page here
itself with options to
input value without
havnig to gove phone
number 70 3 70.00% 1 147

Offer Buttons - Redirects to view cars
screen. User would like to know on
which cars are the offers running?

Add option to filter
cars with heavy
discounts / add a sort
button to sort
recommendations
basis discount value 60 2 70.00% 2 42

Why buy cars from CARS 24 section -
user is unsure what a 140 point check
is? What is checked? How does
checking service history help? User
unsure on how to evaluate a used
car?

Add a video snippet
showing a 140 point
checkup in home page
and on the product
page 80 3 90.00% 2 108

Demo on purchase process - How
much is the booking fee? Users would
like to understand the value they have
to commit before making future
decisions

Add copy indicative of
booking value - eg -
book at prices as low
as 199/- 80 2 90.00% 1 144

Discovery
Screen

There is no personalisation when
showing recommendations - only
filters on budget and model (Kms ,
Fuel type , Transmission and owner
stage)

Create a CAR Planner
- take user input like
family size, budget ,
daily running , city of
use , tenure of use ,
personal brand
preferences ,monthly
spending capacity on
car post purchase etc
to match cars
accordingly and create
a more personalized
recommendation feed 70 3 90.00% 3 63



Static Car Picture on discovery screen
- User has to enter each cars
individual page to see photos and
make a decision - Users may want to
see multiple angles before entering
the screen to discover more and save
time on cars they might not be
interested in

Make the photograph
shown dynamic -
option to swipe
through various angles
on discovery page
itself without entering
the product page 60 3 80.00% 2 72

Defect Free - Users may want to see
cars with absolutely zero defects
(cosmetic + technical), no filter or
indication on the discovery screen Add a zero defect filter 95 4 90.00% 1 342

I want only a 5 star safety rated car.
No option to sort/filter cars based on
safety ratings (NCAP)

Add a 5/4 star copy on
the discovery page for
products where
applicable. Cannot
create a filter as would
actually drive users
away , most cars
being rated <4 stars in
India 70 4 90.00% 1 252

Create a wishlist/shortlist - It is
compulsory to provide a phone
number to create a wishlist. Users
may want to shortlist cars first and
only provide number when they are
actually interested to make the
purchase

Provide Login through
Google/Facebook as
well to access basic
features and only
require mobile number
for actual booking
correspondence 100 3 100.00% 1 300

Sort By Discounts - User may want to
view cars with highest discounts
running - no filters/sorting options
available

Add option to filter
cars with heavy
discounts / add a sort
button to sort
recommendations
basis discount value 60 2 70.00% 2 42

Car Product
Screen

Why is the car being sold after just
3000Kms - Users may want to know
reason of sale

Add a reason for sale
section in product
page after feature list 50 3 60.00% 2 45

Safety Rating - What is the NCAP
safety rating of the car? The user has
to leave the app and google the
answer

Add a 5/4 star copy on
the discovery page for
products where
applicable. Cannot
create a filter as would
actually drive users
away , most cars
being rated <4 stars in
India 70 4 90.00% 1 252



USP Features? User may want to
know about the USP features of a car
- Eg Bose Speakers in topline seltos

Add a model USP
section inside feature
list particular for each
car basis of model 70 3 80.00% 2 84

Cabin Insulation/Cabin Noise - User
may want to get a feel of how silent
the car is in its current pre owned state
while running

Like engine sound ,
create and add a
video clip of cabin
sound in product page 60 3 70.00% 2 63

Why are there no pictures of the
underbody of the car? - Users may
want to see the condition of the cars
Underbody

Add section in picture
gallery 60 2 70.00% 2 42

Compare with OnRoad price of a new
car - User may want to get a feel of
how many bucks he is saving by not
buying a new vehicle

Create COPY to be
placed just below car
price and pick up data
based on current
market price - maybe
use zigwheels API 100 3 80.00% 3 80

Decision
Making

How do I compare cars I have
shortlisted? - Users may want to
compare cars they have shortlisted

Create a compare
option within whishlist
and generate a
"CARS 24 score" for
selected cars based
on model features and
other parameters -
need to decide rating
criteria 100 3 90.00% 3 90

Long term reviews ? User may want to
read/watch long term reviews of the
car - has to leave app and visit sites
like TeamBhp , Youtube , Autocar , etc

Create a review
section inside product
page and curate long
term model specific
reviews from sites like
Team BHP and also
include first
impressions videos
from youtube which
were released when
the car was launched 100 4 100.00% 4 100

Wear and tear parts? - Users may
want to know the remaining life of
wear and tear parts like tires,
breakpads , windshield wipers , etc?

Instead of
percentages, use
metric - tentaive kms
for all wear and tear
parts 60 2 50.00% 2 30

Others Users who are having lower end Lite version? Web 60 3 60.00% 4 27



phones are finding it difficult to use the
app.

based application?
Need to further
analyze

Users who do not understand English
are not capable to use the app

Option to switch
languages. Create
versions in regional
language - insert
microcopy (cars 24 is
now in telugu) in
regions specifically
where language is a
barrier 60 2 50.00% 3 20

Writing the PRD for the “Big Bet” Solution of incorporating a review section inside the
APP:-

How to read this doc:

- Assume I am the PM of CARS 24
- All numbers are hypothetical (I don’t have access to CARS24’s data)
- Assume the functional requirements have been written keeping Mobile apps in

mind and not web
- This is just a product spec. It does not include user flows
- Will write separate doc

- With wireframes (on how I would do the review curation feature)
- On how to prioritize between features

- My goal is to start from planning OKRs and come down to individual product specs :)

Review Section in CARS 24
The spec document talks more about Why, What, and When needs to be built for a reviews
section to be implemented in the CARS 24 app. The document does not include the “How” part
of it i.e. technical implementation.
Author: Anitej Tripathy, Fictional PM of CARS 24
Last updated: December 3rd, 2021



Current Status: On Track, Phase 1 Ongoing
Links: Pitch Doc | Backend Tech Spec | Frontend Tech Spec | Design Spec | QA Plan

What are Reviews?
It is a new feature we are proposing which lets users checkout long term reviews of the model
they are interested in and also see a curated list of launch videos of the vehicle to help them
make more informed decisions through the app itself and not have to travel to other websites for
the same.

Why build this feature?
- It is part of CARS 24 team’s OKRs

- OKR - O1 from CARS 24 Team’s H2 OKRs: Improve in app engagement and
close feature gaps requiring the user to visit other apps/ leave the CARS24
ecosystem

- KR - Launch Reviews section
- Usage of CARS 24 App

- 0.5 million DAU of CARS 24
- 1 million daily unique users of team BHP (review website) - similar trends for

other websites like zigwheels, autocar, etc.
- ~75% of purchases on the platform are preceded by extensive analysis of the

make and model through review websites, youtube videos , etc.
- This makes checking out reviews one of the most popular features desired by the

users of CARS24 and something we should focus on.
- Recent report by our Data Science team showed a strong correlation between

purchase of a model with positive reviews available and the number of reviews
available.

- Models with a positive online reputation have a 78% higher chances of being
purchased as compared to models with zero/negative reputation.

- Detailed report here
- Improving vehicle sales is one of the main OKRs for CARS24 in H2

- Request from users
- Survey findings

- We recently sent out a survey to 1 million power users of CARS24 (power
users = those who have made at least one purchase or spent>1hr in total
on the application)

- Details on the survey sent and its findings can be found here
- Ability to checkout the reviews for a model counted as the 2nd most

requested feature
- Focus Group Discussions (FGD)



- We did an FGD in our corporate office
- Details can be found here

- The FGD report also mentioned reviews/some form of ratings as a ‘must
have’ new feature.

Why build this feature over other features in our backlog?

Prioritization Sheet - The excel spreadsheet shows the prioritization scoring of different features.

Pre Launch Data & Research
Links for the various reports used in the reasoning to build the feature are given below. (I have
not added the links as the numbers are fictitious for writing this spec document)
Key Numbers for CARS24 App
Request from users: Survey findings
Request from users: FGD findings
Report on impact of MFine UX on retention
Competitive Intel Report

Main User Stories
- As a user, I would like to learn more about the car I want to  buy
- As a user, I would like to see how others feel about the make and model
- As a user, I would like to learn about the experiences of long time owners of the car.
- As a user, I would like to also learn about shortcomings of the model I want to buy

Goals of this feature
- Make CARS24 a one stop solution to all kinds of user needs
- Improve in-app engagement of users of the CARS24 app.
- Increase sales of vehicles through the feature.
- Prevent users to leave the ecosystem to search for reviews elsewhere.

Success metrics
- 25% of DAU of CARS24 should interact with the review section

- At Least 15% of the people using the review section interact with it using
likes,comments, etc.

- Reviews should be around 15% of DAUs on screen time.
- Improve engagement - 10% increase in on screen time .
- 10% increase in vehicle sales post visit to review section.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12QxqAfohtk3Zvf7ebILLeQFUiVmjdTEdvDlESK0Bp3I/edit?usp=sharing


DACI

Decision Driver Approver Contributors Informed

We have decided to curate
only long term ownership
reviews as of now. The
services are decided based
on the data and insights
present in the report here.
In our second iteration, we
will launch video reviews
from youtube as well.

Pratik Pratik’s
Boss

(Note: In
some cases
it can be
Partik
himself or
some
external
stakeholder.
Depends on
who is the
owner of
this
decision)

Vijayram Nakra
(Part of
analytics team)
Bhargav
Dasgupta
(Customer
research)

Rajeev
Bajaj(National
head)

Product Requirements (The What)

Requirement Priority Phase/Milestone Status

Show a review section
(With stars next to product
name) next to the Product
name on the page, above
a star rating (Android and
iOS)

Must
Have

M1 Yet to start

React to a review - to
validate the authenticity by
other owner (Option to
upvote/downvote reviews)

Must
Have

M1 Yet to Start

Curate long term
ownership reviews from
team-Bhp

Must
Have

M1 Ongoing



Show pop-up to add
reviews of one's own

Could
Have

M2 Yet to start

Allow users to sort reviews
based on recency,
relevancy

Must
Have

M2 Yet to start

Show years of ownership
of reviewer next to review
banner

Should
Have

M2 Yet to Start

Onboarding/ Discovery for
this feature

Must
Have

M1 Yet to Start

Send push notification to
recipient when a new
review has been added

Should
Have

M2 Yet to Start

How do we educate customers about this feature?

● Onboarding flow will be created on figma - Link will be added later on
● Different hooks will be present to show that a new layout/feature has been added in the

homescreen

Non-Product Requirements

Requirement Priority Phase/Milestone PIC Status

Marketing: Update
CARS24 Blog page on
User experience

Must Have Post M2 Marketing Yet to Start

Marketing: Announce
feature to the world
through our social
media accounts

Must Have Post M2 Marketing Yet to Start



Start PR for this
feature

Must Have Post M2 PR Yet to Start

Configurability
- This feature should be configurable based on

- UserIds
- Location
- OS
- Device
- User segments

Roll out Plan
- M1

- Alpha on 15th Jan
- Beta on 20th Jan provided there are no major bugs or concerns in Alpha
- Will launch on Prod as an experiment on 30th Nov
- Experiment plan

- M2
- Alpha on 15th Jan
- Beta on 23rd Jan provided there are no major bugs or concerns in Alpha
- Will launch on Prod after we have results on M1 experiment results

- Rough timeline 31st Jan
- M3

- Alpha on 15th Feb
- Beta on 28th Feb provided there are no major bugs or concerns in Alpha
- Prod on 15th Mar


